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HOW TO REMEMBER WORDS FASTER

For example, if you want to remember these 20 words: shoes, piano, tree,
pencil, bird, bus, books, driver, dog, pizza, flower, basketball, door, television,
spoons, chair, jump, dance, computer, stone….you could make a story like this:

There is a piano wearing shoes and sitting in a tree. The tree is strange
because someone has stuck a giant pencil through it. On the pencil a bird is sitting
and watching a bus full of people reading books. Even the driver is reading a book
which is bad because he isn’t paying attention to driving. So, he hits a dog that is
eating a pizza in the middle of the road and kills it. The driver digs a hole and
buries the dog in it and then puts a flower on it. He notices that there is a door in
the dog’s grave and opens it. Inside he can see a television with 2 spoons for
antennas on top of it. No-one is watching the television because they are all
watching the chair. Why? – Because the chair is jumping and dancing and
throwing stones at the computer.

Try it. You’ll be surprised!
Recycle the pieces – Use roots, prefixes and suffixes to guess what a word

means. For example:
Maybe you don’t recognize this word “microbiology” but may be able to

guess what it means. First, look at the prefix “micro”. Micro means very small.
You may also remember that “ology” means a subject, the study of something.
Already we know that part of this word’s meaning is “the study of” + “something
small”. Now, you will probably remember that “bio” means living things. So, we
can figure out that microbiology probably means the study of very small living
things. This is correct. English is like a puzzle – we put the pieces together to make
new words. So if you make a list of word beginnings that you often see (un-, dis-,
con-, micro-, etc.) and word endings that you often see (-able, -ly, -ent, -tion, -ive,
etc.) and remember what they mean, you will be able to guess what many new
words mean.

Think & learn in opposites – Learn words with opposite meanings
(antonyms) and words with similar meanings (synonyms) together. For example,
learn angry/happy (antonyms) and angry/cross (synonyms) at the same time. We
can remember similar and opposite things more easily because they “stick
together” in our minds.

Timing is everything – According to psychologists who study how we
remember anything, there is a better way to learn things quickly and permanently.
Use the new word immediately. Use it 10 minutes later. Use it 1 hour later. Use it 1
day later. Use it 1 week later. After that, you’ll rarely have to review – the new
vocabulary is yours forever.


